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Central a.nd 24 others
with ·sex ·discrimination
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......- - - - - - - - - - - - . S t o r y on page 7

Burger prices up
At /Ocal drive-ins
by.Liz Hall
investigation staff
During the past few weeks prices have continued to skyrocket,
and local drive-in restaurants have raised their prices to meet the
increased cost of living.
Dairy Queen raised their prices five and ten cents on most
items, just before the end of last quarter.
Rick Smith, Dairy Queen manager, noted that their prices have
only gone up twice in the past year and a half.
"In the past five weeks meat has gone up 17 cents," said Smith.
He said that overall costs have gone up 10 per cent, which
includes paper products and mix price. Smith blamed the increase
in the price of paper products on the shortage of timber, and the
rise iii meat prices on the overall economics.
Increases at Dairy Queen include hamburgers and hotdogs, up
in most cases a nickel, and those with cheese, which have gone up
ten cents per item. Smith said that Dairy Queen now puts two
slices of cheese on these items.
"Delivery charge has gone up to 15 cents, due to the fact that ·
cars are provided for the delivery boys and then there is insurance
on the car and for the boys," Smith said.
A spokesman at Big John's said that the price increase was due
to a little bit of everything, rising costs and for example the rise in
the cost of oil for french fries.
Prices at Big John's went up Satur(lay of spring vacation, and
the increase was a nickel or dime in most cases.
Big John's will continue to honor old menus previously published
in the CRIER until they are out of circulation, and students can
trade their old menus in for new o~es.
Beefeaters r aised their prices in January, and since then prices
have stayed the same, although deliv(;q service was discontinued
at the beginning of this quarter.
"It was not economically feasible to continue delivery service, or
we would have to raise prices," said Jack Leinback, co-owner.
The Arctic Circle raised prices the latter part of February, and
the manager there notes a rise in the cost of m~at, bakery goods .
and dairy products.
According to the manager, prices at the Arctic Circle have gone
up "not more than a nickel per item."
Most places felt that overall operating costs had caused them to
raise their prices, but most had tried to hold out as long as possible
without having to raise their costs.
Everyone knows that the cost of living has risen, and most
drive-in's are absorbing losses right now.
One local mt:i chant declined to comment on the risi:ag cost of
food prices and didn't want his name mentioned.

THE MONEY BUN-depicts the new food prices
being enacted by the various "burger joints" in
Ellensburg. If the upward climb. of prices
, . l

continues, people may indeed find that it's
cheaper to eat mo!ley.
(E.B. Johns photo)
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Student -presumed drowned.
James Morrill, 2·2, the Central
student who was missing in
Sunday's river mishap near
Vantage is now presumed
drowned by Grant County
officials.
Authorities said the ·air, land
and water search which was
mounted for two days turned up
nothing. The search was suspended Tuesday and authorities
are hoping the body will surface
when the water warms up.
. Karl Kleppner, Grant County
deputy sheriff, said the accident
occurred just south of the
Vantage b~idge when the 115

horsepower boat Morrill . was
riding in capsized in four foot
swells.
Kleppner said the four
students riding in the boat were
turning back to shore when a
wave toppled the craft.
Three of the students swam
safely to shore with the aid of life
preservers and cushions.
. Kleppner said apparently
Morrill was the only member
without some type of preserver.
The three students, John
Buckingham,
Donna
Van
de Walle, and Rodney McCall,

were flown to the Kittitas
County Hospital where they
were treated for shock and
exposure and then ·released.
Morrill, a sophomore radiotelevision major, listed his home
address 'as Bellevue and his
campus address a:S 1606 Brooklane.
Memorial services for Morrill
will be held tomorrow at 11 a.m.
at St. Thomas Episcopal Church,
Bellevue. A reception will follow
at the home of Cal Knudsen,
Evergreen Point Road in
Bellevue.

Bingo not legal here
Central's legal position
concerning bingo games conducted on campus was given by
Assistant Attorney General
Steve Milam last week.
Gerald R. Hover, director of '
recreation and social activities,
requested the inquiry after many
interested students had mentioned the possibility of organizing some bingo games this
spring.
"My question was threefold,"
Hover said, "Was bingo permissable on Central's campus, could
I give prizes to those who 'bingo'
first and could my office retain
monies earned to supplement our
budget?"
Milam's reply to Hover's
questions were all negative and
stem from state law RCW

9.47.310, which was ammended
in 1971.
"The new lottery law that was
approved this year didn't affect
this particular decision," Milam
said.
Central itself, Milam explained, may not conduct a bingo
game on its campus or anywhere
else because it is not an organization specifically authorized by
law to conduct bingo. Since this
question was answered in the
negative the latter questions
were answered similarly.
"However," Milam explained,
"Central may lease its facilities
to a bona-fide charitable and
nonprofit organization, defined in
RCW 9.47.310 (14), for the
purpose of such organizations
conducting bingo as defined in
RCW 9.47.310 (11)."

The college may use, Milam
stated, all money derived from
the lease of its facilities to
supplement any budget it
wishes.
The lease arrangement must
be based on normal rental rates,
Milam said, for rental of similar
facilities when admission is
charged.
"The rental rate of such a
lease." Milam said, "can't be a
percentage of the proceeds from
the bingo game, since this would
mean the college would have a·
direct interest in the conduct of
the bingo ope_ration."
The proceeds from these bingo
games, Milam stated, may not
-benefit any person other than the
organization conducting the
·game.

ASL meeting ·

New legislature begins term
by Smitty
news editor

· Jerry Seaman that the issue of
bicycles on campus walkways
might be brought before the ASL
"This meeting is called to this quarter.
order." The gavel banged and the
Seaman reported that at least
newly elected ASC Legislature five bike accidents have occurred
began its first meeting last in the past week and that
Monday night in room 103 of the administrators were indeed
SUB.
concerned about the issue.
Executive vice president
He added that Gil Braida, the .
Derek Sandison chaired the
meeting, with President Roger director of facilities, planning
Ferguson and Administrative and construction, had indicated a
Vice President Bob Atwell joining wish to "experiment" with
various possible solutions to the
him at th~ head table.
The meeting was highlighted problem.
Seaman remarked that unless
with a prediction by legislator

THERE'S STILL TIME
Toby Imported Components At Pre-devaluation
Prices! STEREOCRAFT Bought Scads Of Gear Before Price Increases-And The Savings Are Yours.
BUT HURRY-Quantities Are Limited On Some
Items, And We May Be Told Any Day Now To
RAISE Prices On Existing STOCK!

Check Stereocraft for tape decks,
tuners, amplifiers, receivers,
turntables, blank tape, cardecks,
records , records, phono cartridges,
TV, four-channel, headphones,

tape cases, 8-track tapes .

the students feel it to be a
problem, there is nothing that
should be done immediately.
However, he said, "If the problem becomes more evident, an
emergency session might be
called," referring to the committee concerned· with the matter.
The "bike forum," which was
held last quarter, was mentioned
in his report as not having
produced much student input.
Thus, said Seaman, until students feel that it is a problem,
the issue will remain unresolved.
He also predicted that the next
time it is taken before the ASL,
"it will involve monetary considerations."
Among a series of by-law
changes being moved through
the process of passage in the
ASL, was a change which would
require the appointment of a
Homecoming Committee chairman by the administrative vice
president within two weeks after
the start of spring quarter.

Another change in the making
will require the appointment of
the chairman for the ASC
Elections Committee to be made
within five weeks from the start
of spring quarter, his term of
office to last until the following .
spring.

$4.98 ALBUMS-r

$
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Representatives of the Washington State Department of
Personnel will be at the Career Planning and Placement Center,
105 Barge Hall, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., on Thursday to discuss
employment opportunities with the State of Washington and to
provide specific information on how to apply.
William Wright, personnel specialist with the State of
Washington, said they would like to talk to all students freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors - interested in state
government.
An information center will be set up to handle individual
questions on a drop-in basis. Group meetings for general
information will be held at the following times: 9 a.m., 11a.m.,1:15
p.m. and 3 p.m.

'Hair' star sings of Jesus
Barry McGuire, former folk and rock artist, will be at Central for
a concert in the SUB large ballroom next Thursday at 8 p.m.
McGuire's career mirrors the musical progression of the last
decade. A leader in the folk music of the early 60's, he traveled
around the world with the New Christie Minstrels. He moved from
that into the hard rock scene, starring on Broadway in the musical
"Hair."
Turning from it, he found Christ in 1972. Now he sings of Jesus. ·
The concert is being sponsored by Chi Alpha.
Tickets are available at the door and will cost $1.50.

Chinese film-'Oyster Girl'
"The Oyster Girl," a Chinese-produced motion picture ·with
English subtitles, will be shown free at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the SUB
small ballroom.
The showing sponsored by the Department of Foreign
Languages, is about two people who find love in a small fishing
village on Taiwan.
The production was named Best Picture of the Year at the Asian
Film Festival of 1964.

Mini-theatre in SUB Pit

Positions open for JSF
There are now two positions open on the Joint Student Fees
Committee. Interested persons may pick up an application from
Bob Atwell, administrative vice-president, or the secretary in the
ASC office. Applicants can not be affiliated with either the ASC or
Athletics or any area budgeted by Joint Student Fees.

YAMAHA OF ELLENSBURG
Put A Throb Between Your Legs

"RECORD ROLLOUT"

3 6 9,

_J ob information provided

Let

OF USED GEAR!!
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A second public hearing on the use of space on campus for
non-academic purposes is scheduled for Monday at 1:30 p.m. in
room 208 of the SUB.
Final action on the policy adoption is .expected by the hearing
officer at 2 p.m. in the same hearing room.
Interested persons may submit data, views or arguments in
writing prior to the hearing or orally at the meeting.

Want to spend 15 minutes surfing in Hawaii for free?
"Moods of Surfing;" plus four other short films, from
parachuting to a behind-the-scenes look at a movie stuntman, is
being shown daily, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the SUB Pit.
The series of films, called the Chevrolet Mini-Theatre College
Campus Program, is a soft-sell Chevy program offered by
It was felt that it would take
Intramedia Marketing. So, you might also see one or two
this long to adequately set up a
promotional films about the Chevrolet Vega.
"big" Homecoming the following
Intramedia Marketing is paying SPURS $200 for handling and
fall quarter. Tentatively, this .
changing the films.
year's event will begin Nov. 10.

GOOD SELECTION .

$5.98 ALBUMS-

Hearing on use of space

Prices Good Thru Mondy, Apri I 9.

BUY NOW!
Price Increase
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Male RA ·chosen for women's ·floor
by Mark Groszhans
staff writer
An innovative idea in coeducational living is being tried
at Muzzall Hall this spring.
Roger Underwood, a junior
journalism major, is Resident
Assistant (RA) for a girls' floor.
At first, Underwood said, he
didn't take the possibility of
being the RA on a girls' floor too

serious about the chances of his
obtaining the job.
"I had wanted to be an RA for
some time, but never had the
chance. This one quarter
experience was perfect, and I felt
if the girls didn't mind, it
wouldn't bother me," Underwood
stated.
Undewood then asked Ms.
Parish to make sure it was all
right with everyone, because he
~eriously.
didn't want to create a feeling of
"Mary Ellen Parish told me
she would be unable to be RA for .uneasiness among the girls.
"l'he girls didn't mind the idea,
spring quarter, for she was
and 'because I had gotten to know
planning to get married,"
most of them during the first
Underwood stated, "and I
part of the year, I felt I would
jokingly said I should apply for
have no real problems," Underthe job."
·
wood said.
Ms.Parish told Larry Williams,
After having been interviewed
Muzzall Hall head resident, that by the housing office and having
Underwood was interested in the personal interviews with all the
job. Williams, Underwood · Muzzall Hall RA's, Underwood
stated, couldn't see anything was informed that he had been
wrong if Underwood was truly given the job.
serious about the job.
"I applied for the job, but still
didn't think I had much of a
chance of getting it."

"I feel that there has been
more to-do made about · this
situation than· it's really worth,"
Head Resident Williams stated.
"We tried to leave the decision
up to the floor," Williams
explained, "because we are
trying to give more responsibility to the students, as to whom
will be selected as their RA."
The extra input from the
previous RA, and the girls'
willingness to have Underwood,
were strong pluses for his
selection, Williams said.
"We ' would hate anyone to
think he was hired on· a whim,"
Williams stated, "this is a serious
job with a lot of involvement and
responsibility."
The duties of an RA, Underwood said, are such that he
doesn't fed that it is necessary
for an RA to be of the same sex
as the members of the floor.

Underw-0od, who had lived on
the 6th floor for the first two
quarters this year, talked to
some of the girls on the seventh
floor and other Muzzall RA's. '
Everyone was .very receptive to
the idea, _and · he became _m ore

Roger Underwood

Talent for
Free show
Sought here
Do you have any talent or do
you like to get up in front of
people and do your speciality?
If the answer is yes to these
questions then Amateur Night is
the answer for you. It will be
held next Friday at McConnell
Auditorium from 8-11 p.m.
Kelly Ryan and Fred Randall
are in charge of Amateur Night
and also work for the ASC social
board. According to Ryan, there
is only $1,000 left in the ASC
social funds to provide entertainment to students at Central
this quarter and Amateur Night
is one way students can get free
entertainment on a Friday night.
"Everything will be provided
such as dressing rooms and a
time spot for each performer.
Also, if anyone wants to be
recorded, there will be equipment there to record and some of
the acts may be played over
KCWS," commented Ryan.
There will be a place to sign up
in the information booth in the
SUB.
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NBofC has an easier way
to track down expenses.
Is "The Case of the Disappearing Funds" your mystery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've spent your money, what
you've spent it on and how much you have left. It's
the easiest way to track down expenses.

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOS1T0Ft

2nd .ANNIVERSARY SALE
OVERTON'S TROPICAL FISH SHOP
April 9 thru 14th

NOON 'til 9 pm .
Dyna Flo Motor Filter
Reg. s1495
NOW s.1oss
15 gal. Metal Frame Setup
s35so Value
NOW $28 50
I
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put it all together
Finding the real you or a totally new
you means arriving at a natural-look
complexion to compliment your hair color,
your eyes, your lips.
Clairol 1\1oisture 1'1ake-up is a deli_cate
liquid foundation with moisturizing
qualities to guard against dryness.
Clairol Compact i\fake-up gives a finished
look y_et can't be seen.
. ~~;;~}
ear lt alone or
~lw~ut
over make-~p.
;~;i'
Both come 111 6 real
r}·~\7!/1 ,,~~if~,M~., ~~\
.~;r--· .... _____ ,, . . U
f.l
face shades. There , s a ~I · t'..'Y/ll
"<i~
,j ~,_,,,
..,,~:il
shade that's totally you. "<:t~:~~~/
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Available at:

~ONEY SAVEIJ. DISCOUNT STORE

• 395
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Conservation
Eve n with the rising utility rates, putting a brick in your toilet
may nof be all that it's cracked up to be in the East. Instead, the
main concern for students should be to take an interest in all the
utility consumption and conserve that way.
According to a water -works spokesman, putting a brick in the
closet part of the toilet really wouldn't do that much good in the
Pacific Nort hwest.
He furt her explained that in the East water is very very scarce
and very very expensive and so the quart of water that is saved
each time the toilet with the brick in it is flushed really amounts to
quite a savings.
Here, however, water is neither scarce nor expensive.
So, in his words, the savings wouldn't be worth the cost of the
brick.
According to Paul Bechtel, director of Central's physical plant,
there is nothing wrong with the idea of putting bricks in toilets
with closets but the campus just doesn't have any toilets with
closets. They are all built in with a central water main.
He agreed, however, that the amount saved would be minimal.
Bechtel stresses that if we are that intere·sted then .we should
consider the whole idea of wasting all utilities.
Bechtel has a good point there.
Picking up your litter, turning the lights out in a room when it's
not in use, cutting down showering time ... all these things are much
more valuable than a brick in a toilet.
Conservation is a ·public education thing, like anything else; if
the public is behind something and decides to help, the great
strides can be made.
Still, the brick in the toilet idea is a good one.
. Take, for instance, the case of campus apartments which have
toilets with closets.
Wendell Hill, director of auxiliary services, estimates there are
430 of these apartments.
A 2x4x8 inch brick.will displace one quart of water each time the
toilet .is flushed. An average toilet is flushed five times per day,
according to statistics. Using quick math we find that in an
academic calendar year the campus apartments will save 177,475
gallons of water.
.
That sound like one heck of a lot of water that we could save .
for future use. In monetary terms, using the present rate schedule
of 12 cerits per 1,000 gallons, it only adds up to about $21. The
bricks alone would cost about $139.
So maybe here at Central, where water is supposedly neither
expensive nor scarce, putting a brick in the toilet isn't the best
answer.
Paul Bechtel has an excellent point when he suggests we instead
becon1e concerned with conserving each and every utility. Right
now this might mean remembering not to open a window if the
heat is on or running the air conditioning with the door open.
But it is a start and that is where conservation is really going to
have to begin. •
·

Cc:lfeteria closure:
et-back in se1Vices
SUB administrators have been forced to cut cafeteria hours by
50 per cent, raise food and game room prices,- and eliminate jobs
because of the failure of the Joint Student Fees Committee to
recommend funding the SUB at minimum level. .
At issue here is whether the SUB will be able to continue as a
service of the college or whether it will have to become a
profit-oriented organization.
Last year one could buy a 'Cat burger with fries for 69 ·cents.
The going price now is $1 and you ,d<_m 't get the fries.
Many of the other prices have taken the same road. A game of
pool in the games room is up 20 per cent.
Some students have commented that it seems like half the SUB
is closed when the cafeteria is closed. ·
But where is the student opposition? It's our job to protest these
changes while there's still a chance to stop this change in
emphasis.
The protests are there and can be heard as students leave the
SUB grumbling, "It hardly· seems worthwhile to come down here
· on weekends anymore."
Perhaps the reason the protest isn't organized can be attributed
to the diverse nature of the people who use the SUB.

Qpinion
."

Positions open for editors
Would you like to represent the people's right
to know?
Applications for editor-in-chief of the summer
and fall Criers are now being accepted by Dave
Evans, Crier advisor.

Applications should include experience and
ambitions of the applicant. The deadline for
..applications is next Wednesday. Applications
may be turned in to Dave Evans, office of
information in Edison Hall.

Editor's focus

Parlimentary sea a swamp ,
by Smitty
news editor
When Derek Sandison banged down his gavel
on the table to start the new legislature's first
official meeting, I wonder if he knew what he
was in for.
The intent was there; he had hopes of
smoothly guiding the ASL through the simple
agenda, and to let everybody get their feet wet
in the parlimentary sea.

We can only ltope that before long people will begin to mention
the great inconveniences of not being able to have tea after the
play or concert; not having a quick char-burger waiting after your.
four o'clock; not being able to drag your weak body honie because
Well, they got wet all right. And I think it was
that butter-crunch, pecan-banana, strawberry-marshmallow ice
a good thing too. They quickly discovered that
~ream cone wasn't there when you needed it most.
· the "sea" was more like a swamp. It is all too
easy to get bogged down in parlimentary
procedure and wording of amendments.
There were times when it became ridiculous
to watch the ASL muddle through intricate
linguistic mazes and finally emerge, disheveled,
like a lost child coming out of a dark forest.
w .. SH•N(,10...
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It is all part of the learning experience, and
they did as well as anyone could have under the
A laboratory newspaper of Central Washington State College·
circumstances. They entered their terms of
·published Tuesdays and Fridays during the academic year except
office with leftover matters dumped on their
during examination weeks and holidays. Views expressed are
laps, which should have been handled before
those of students, staff and editors, not necessarily of CWSC.
this.
Advertising material presented herein does not necessarily imply
Sandison is very capable, and seems to show
endorserf)e,ti,t, t}~'Pl}'i.fl, t}~~tJtlJ'>,er./Ma)l.'~llqs.epip.tion price, $1 per ,
gt;tt~t .:g~t~n\i~l. born. of ~nergy,' .and 1 a 1refluine' • /
quarter or· $3 ):rer ·Y~H;. v~:y~~le·. to -the-·earn pus Cr ier, cW:sc,.,
de~~~ i o p.9,a 'good Job. Hc;>J;?~fµlll'" h~ 4ha!'. qo'Y , .
',,,, EHe.n$P\lJ;g ••\Ya~l)ipgj;Qll 1)89.Z.6 ~n.t~t~ct ~~ ~~cpp$) cl~~s. 1P?-tt.er at .. • see.n.; tlt•Wt<?o 111uc~ . of IJ9be~~s: ~~~e~ ~<!f~ O~~~r:. :
the· U.S.- Post Office; Ellensburg; Washington 98926.
can do more harm than good.

It becomes a question of whether it is more'
important to do everything the way it's
supposed to be done, by the book, or to get the
job done faster, and without losing any of the
quality desired.

That's a question for those in office to answer
for themselves. The new members have been
introduced to each other, and it is time to get to
work.
Continuing to be optimistic about the desires
of the legislators to serve students, I am offering
a list of the ASL and their phone numbers.
ON CAMPUS
Laurie Berman, Stephens-Whitney H-3,
963-1308
Barbara Bintliff, Sue Lombard #357, 963-2827
Steve Haas, Kennedy Hall - #12, 963-1725
Michael Haag, Courson Hall #312, 963,1689
Don Harris, Moore Hall B-10, 963-1410
Robyn Hove, Sue Lombard #260, 963-2840
Arlen James, North Hall #112
Bob McDougall, Quigley Hall #339, 963-2563
Jerry Seaman, Muzzall Hall #819, 963-1497
Kathy Kilgore, Wilson Hall #663, 963-2997
· OFF CAMPUS
Andy Friedline, 24 Alder Terrace, 925-3086
Linda Schodt, 1101 Brooklane, 925-5716
· 1· .Jim Drtke~, 101 ~ . ttelE)na., 92.5.~44 , , ".
Th es~ a:r:e the people.who will be char ged with
• sat!s.f~~g ·~t}ldel}~s ne~~s. i~ !s ~}~~e. p~ople
tliat comments sfiould oe ma~e . . ,
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Central 'not so tough' college ~~~five Ed:f 1:'~i~~::!eative
To the editor:
I am getting a lit1;le tired of
students griping about how
tough college is here at Central. I
think it' is preposterous that
stud~nts want the power to limit
homework.·
I am amazed that, according to
Ed Davis, staff writer, "Many
(students) felt their academic
load kept them from any activities beyond their scheduled
classes and study."
This I c.annot believe. I am a
history major and the history
department on campus is, if not
the most difficult department on
campus, one of the more difficult
departments.
I have had time to be a dorm
president, an involvea member
of RHC, a two year letterman in
tennis, an avid participant in
MIA sports, and yet have had
lots of time to goof around while
taking 17, 18 and sometimes 19
hours.
I graduated from high school
with a 2.5 GP A and have a 3.3
GP A at Central. Difficult? Too
much homework? No!
Central is in danger of losing
its accreditation partly because
the average GP A has soared to a
3.0. When the average and most
common grade is supposed to be
a C (2.0) it is hard to imagine that
things are too tough here -at
Central.
Yet people want to lower
some more of Central's standards. Are we advancing or
regressing? I find it difficult to
have any sympathy for Alan T.
Byrd who, because he didn't have
any homework at White Swan
High School, doesn't want any
here. Education is a two-way
process, Alan, and at the college
level one should expect to do
some work and participate in
their education.
This. is not a kindergarten
where everything is just fun and
games. Hopefully by this time
you have discovered that to live
in this world you have to put out
an effort and face the challenges
that confront you, not ask the
challenges to remove themselves.
I would be the last person to
claim that college learning is
limited to the classroom, and that
we don't learn anything about
life through experiences with our
fellow students. Outside activities are an important 'part of our
college education but they are .

The description of the sessions
on Creative Education presented ·
in the Tuesday issue, March 6,
were the most accurate and
complete
of writeups I have read
College is not tough if you .
to
my presentations, in
relative
orient yourself for something
the
50 states. What an
any
of
more than just high school. We
should be beyond the babysitting astute and sensitive, insightful
days. Lets stop pulling down the observer who authored the
aritcle.
standards to an easy level and
Is it possible to have six copies
try for once to pull ourselves up
to a high level. That is the
Mr. Lewis, what are the purpose of college and let us not
classes that you are taking that forget it.
make you spend more than three
Leon Matz
to four hours of homework for
each hour in the class? I think
Be sure
everybody would like to know so
we don't get more than one of
to drown all
them in one quarter.
not -the sum and total. Be
realistic. The college catalog
states that "by means of a
program so organized that it
constitutes a meaningful whole
and provides a basis for continuing 'self-education', the college
attempts to further the student's
understanding of himself, other
people, and the physical and
biological universe."

Miss Wilcox, I am glad you got
good grades in high school
without studying, but the crux of
the thing is that this is not high
school and that knowledge, not
grades, is important.
If you study some, both
knowledge and grades will be·
satisfactory. Stop equating high
school with college. College is not
'for everybody.

Please:.help prevent forest fires.

If you can't discipline yourself
to study two to three hours a

4 Br. home w·fireplace, near
College and downtown.
Forced Air Furnac~. $15,950.

Letters to the editor and guest
editorials are welcome. Letters
must be typed and limited to 250
words. Editor reserves the right
to edit all letters for space and
for libel. Letters must be signed.
Letters may be mailed or delivered to the Crier office, SUB·
218.

CHAM.NESS
REALTY
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·Reels

Hooks

Cheap Jeans in every

Sinkers

Bobbe rs

Flat Fish

Swivels

Fir Strips

Nets

,

material ·conceivable
at Berry's

1 <J0,:~::~~i~·
~~.S-2200,.
8

~ -· ~~~~~~~~~~
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col of, pattern, and

Spinners
Tackle Boxes·

- SPORtlNG,_ GOODS ;, "
:· · .· _ Across from ~~Of)~Y Sdyer , ._u'.'

, ..

..

' -:--

You :wear baggies by

WILLIE STRANGE

No. -Jl.~~--•- ·.,

· - - • ..

Sinkers

Free _Parking

I Dr. J. ·Weiler Crum· I
· siackHall
.' ''.' ''. ' 963 ' 1·671 '

39~

Rods

Line

I

. a ,.·-:

(-from $218 at. Berr1's )

Everything Xou Need To Catch .
The Big -One.

Kruger Re-,
Rhodesia,
TanLanna,
Kenya, Ethiopia, Egypt, and
other places enroute. Approxi rrate costs: 3 weeks$2228;
30 days-$2785.
lfor details contact:

I

WHAT DO YOU WEAR
WITH .a·BE.ER. SHIRT!

Call _:_ Ed Carroll 925-5395 or
925-2429.

Pautzke's Eggs 29c I

I
I

I

[Editor's note: Steve Rothenberg, staff reporter, covered the
conference for the Crier. Steve is
presently student teaching in
Bremerton.]

OPENING DAY
SPECIAL

I

I
' Visit S. Africa,
Park,
1creational
Falls,
Victoria

Education? Thank you kindly.
Cordially,
Margaret S. Woods .
Associate Professor
Seattle Pacific College

fires.

Miss Chambers, I agree that
"more kids put their social life
above their academic requirements than the other way
around." That does not mean
that the college should change its
priorities-these students are
the ones who need to re-evaluate
and change their priorities.

r----,
I AFRICAN•
: SAFARI I
I JUNE 15-JULY 14

day, and at the same· time get
good grades and still · have a
social life, then forget it. Get out.
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Decisions, decisions: buy or boycott?
THE MEAT BOYCOTT-was apparently not
supported by Ellensburg residents to any
noticeable degree. Store merchants said that

Dunford's Color Canter
Largest craft center in town
A. Instruction Booklets for ALL Crafts
B. Materials
1 . Beads
2. Candles
3. Glass Stain
4. R"'sin

5 · Flower Making
6. Decoupage & Mod Podge

Sign-up Now!
for New
Decoupage
Classes

either people - stocked up on meat the week
before or they continued to purchase during this

'

week. Here, one shopper goes through the pain
of deciding whether to buy or boycott.
(Photo by Chang P. Jay)

Academic development explained

Wells A. Mclnelly, director of
counseling and student development,
recently
explained
Central's Academic Development Program.

When a student becomes
academically suspend~d for one
of the several reasons defined in
the student handbook, he has a

choice of two options in order to
maintain his student status.
"One option is to go before the
academic standing committee
and show why he should be
reinstated," said Mclnelly. "The
other is to enter the Academic
,,
Deve1opment Program.
The Academic Development

':::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::::::::::=::.-.....
-----------. Program
is a group
experience
- - - - - -·
where students
meet an
average

...

No additional cost for .this telephone

.C~arge

your long distance
telephone calls

College regulations prohibit billing long distance calls to residence
hall telephone numbers. But - with a special billing number card
you CAN - charge calls when using dorm phones, and head off a
hassle, too.

of two hours a week during the
quarter in addition to their
regular classes.
Students who enter this
program are taught decision
making skills, better study

+

the

~od

neighbor.

The Araericcan Red Cross

habits and self understanding or
self awareness.
A student is only allowed to be
on the Academic Development
Program for one quarter, if that
student is suspended again then
he must face the academic
standing committee.
The students meet with a
group leader, who is usually a
member of the counseling
department or a · college intern,
and are counseled by that group
leader along with being supported and lending support to other
members of the group.
"We have about 80 students in
the program spring quarter,"
reported Mclnelly, "and most
students who begin the Academic Development Program
usually finish with good attitudes
toward the program.

EXPERIENCE
HONDA
3-F our Cylinder Hondas
350 cc
500 cc
750 cc

Stop .in at your Honda dealer and ride
Visit the Ellensburg Telephone Company business
office to obtain your Special
Billil'.lg Numb~r Card_.

Office Hours: .
8:30 a~m •. - 4:30 p.m_.
Monday -· Friday

the smoothest and fastest moving
motorcycle on the road TODAY!.
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Sex ·complaint filed
by Sandi Dolbee
· editor-in-chief

A complaint of sex discrimination has been
-filed with the Department of Health, Education,
and ·Welfare by the Women's Equity Action
League (WEAL) against Central, and 24 other
selected colleges and universities.
The complaint centers around colleges and
universities which have Phi Delta Kappa
chapters on the campus.
Central and the others have been charged;
that by sponsoring such chapters they _have
violated Title IX of the Education Amendments
Act of 1972. ·
Phi Delta Kappa is a national professional
organization for men. Its national constitution
re-ads: "Only males of good character shall be
eligible for membership."
WEAL has charged the organization has
consistently denied women membership
"despite the large numbers of women in the
education field. At its biennial national council ·
meeting in December, 1971, Phi Delta Kappa
voted 321 to 95 against admitting women."
Furthermore, WEAL adds, "any chapter that
violates the society's constitutional ruling,
which forbids the admission of women, will be
suspended."

"There's not too much we can do at the local
level," he added.
There has recently been.a national decision to
cooperate with Pi Lambda Theta, the women's
counterpart organization, on a number of
projects, including publications, Dr. Green said.
He speculated that it appears these two
organizations are moving together and may join
soon, but" a lot of things have to be worked out
first.
He explained this move has a lot of politics
involved; in that neither of the two really want
to give up any of their power, etc.
In the meantime, Dr. Green said Central is
working on getting a Pi Lambda Theta chapter
on this campus. He said he has corresponded
with the national women's society, and has
polled both Phi Delta Kappa members and
women on campus, and they all seem interested.
WEAL, however, has requested that HEW
send a letter immediately to the president of
each of these 25 institutions requesting the
university sever its connections with Pi Delta
Kappa. Any institution which refused to do so
should, WEAL adds, be barred from receiving
federal monies.
·

WEAL is a national organization which
promotes equality in education and employment
' through legislation, litigation and by pressing
John Green, dean of professional studies, says for full enforcement of anti-discrimination laws.
he isn't too concerned with this action at present
Among the members of its national advisory
because the decision to admit women must come board are Sen. Birch Baby and Cong. Edith
from the national level.
Green.

Chinese poetry
topic of lecture
Dr. Ching-hsien Wang, an
assistant professor of · Chinese
and comparative literature at the
University of Washington, will
deliver a public lecture · on
Chinese poetry Tuesday evening,
April 17, on the Central campus.
Characteristics of Chinese
poetry and its differences and
similarities to English poetry will
be discussed in the 8 p.m. lecture
in SUB 204.
Dr. Wang, whose books of
poetry have been translated into
English, French, Korean and
Japanese, earned a Ph.D. degree
in comparative literature from
the University of California.
· His public appearance in
Ellensburg is sponsored by Central' s Foreign Languages
Department. The speech will be
part of a continuing series of
events dealing with Chinese
languages and culture.

Faculty Senate posses
Acade-mic Grievance bill
The Academic Grievance
Procedure, a bill which would set
up machinery to handle complaints of students and faculty
concerning academic affairs, has
passed the Faculty Senate and is
now to be considered by the
Board of Trustees.
The bill was sent last week to
Dr. Jam es Brooks, the college
president, _w ho immediately
submitted it to the board for
final approval.

jurisdiction over "all matters
concerning those relationships ...
which affect the progress or out
come of any specific classroom
sij;uation."
Five students and five faculty
members would make up the
board.

#

Some of the powers of the
board would include the right to
require a grade change and to
issue restraining orders.

President
Brooks,
who
If the Board of Trustees
supported the bill while it was approves the bill, it will then go
being considered in the Faculty into effect after being written in
Senate, called it "controversial" legal form by Steve Milani,
and added that to his knowledge, assistant attorney general.
it is "quite a different policy than
President Brooks said that it is
other institutions have."
Complaints would be taken "too early to tell" just what the
before the Board of Academic .board presently thinks of the
Appeals, which would have proposal. -

From Clairol Cosmetics

APPLICATIONS
Are Now·Being Received For

CRIER EDITOR
Summer Session 1973
and

Fall Quarter 1973
Apply to Dave Evans, Crier Advisor
Edison 106
Before Wednesday, April 11

The instant way
to put some healthy looking
color in your cheeks two new blushers

from Clairol.

TUESDAY APRIL 10th
-SPECIAL-- -

Really Cheeky Blushing Powder

HAPPY HOUR!!!

is the velvety-finished
facecoloring you apply with
its own little brush~

NOON 'TIL MIDNIGHT !!I

-· ~

15¢ SCHOONERS
95ct PITCHERS

ALL DAY-ALL NIGHT

III
•••

Either one will give you the fresh face of toda'y soft, natural and alive. In shades of pink, tawny
and rose. As though the wind and fr~sh air just
brought new Hfe and glow to your skin.

Available at:
,MONEY SAVER DISCOUNT STORE
,
1
505 N. Pine
925-3133

•I
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Wildcal15 .edge Yakima 5-1
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
Maybe it was the good weather. PossibJy1 it was the fact th~t
they were only playing one
game. Whatever . it was that
influenced the 'Cats last Tuesday
worked well, as Central defeated
Yakima Valley College 5-1 yesterday to revenge an earlier loss
in Yakima.

Playing under bright sunshine
and with no wind blowing, the
'Cats upped their season record
to 7-7 and now head into
Evergreen Conference play. The
'Cats, who have yet to win a
doubleheader this season, will
have another chance this weekend when they take on Oregon
College.
In Tuesday's game, coach Gary

WILL SOON
HAVE_A NEW
NAME
We're the e.l(perts in
Geometric .Cuttinq and
Air 11~0~~~9

PJ'S HAIR
DESIGNERS
BUT STILL THE
SAME FRIENDLY
PEOPLE.

Stop in and
see us.

FOR

Central's John Basich looked back toward third base after scoring
the Wildcats' first run in last Tuesday's 5-1 win over Yakima
Valley College. Central begins EvCo play this Friday, playing
Oregon College at 3 p.m.
Following Ward's exit, lefthander Casey Feroglia pitched
the next three innings giving up
three hits, one hit in each inning,
as he continued to quiet the
Indians bats. It was during his

stay that the Wildcats picked up
two more runs. Kelly singled up
the middle to open the fifth
inning. Greg Kalian then got his
second hit of the day as he
crashed a ~50 foot smash over

·------------------------- )'Cats
the right
fence to give the
a 5-0field
lead.
Over 100 styles to choose frorr
The five-run lead held up until
LOW AS 10 FQR 79•
the ninth inning when Yakima
was finally able to bunch toether more than one hit in an
nmng. Hitting off Central.
pitcher Bob Utecht, who had
taken over in the seventh inning,
Pat Fitterer lined a single to left
with one-out. Pinch hitter Steve
iMeyers then walked and catcher
'Ted Taylor singled to right
scoring Fitterer and Yakima had ·
412 N. Pearl - 925-9311
i its lone run.
1

The NATURAL LOOK

~DKEN
lust 3 blocks down kom
Courson & Muzzal Halls.
~orne!'_ of ~~ and .Sampson

Frederick used three different
pitchers to record the win over
Yakima. Leading the way for
Central was righthander letterman Don Ward, who pitched
three innings of hitless ball.
Starting the game, Ward struck ·
out five batters and struck out ·
the side in the third inning.
The 'Cats got their winning
runs in the second inning as they
exploded for three runs off losing
pitcher Nick Mitchell. After two
men were out, John Basich
singled to left and advanced to
second on a wild pitch. Basich
then reached third when Don
· Ward walked on a wild pitch.
Bud Fish, a talented shortstop
who played for Yakima a few
seasons back, then singled to left
to score Basich. Bob Kelley then
singled by the outstretched
hands of Yakima's first baseman,
Ken Whitehead, to score both
Ward and Fish and give the
Wildcats a 3-0 lead.

for men too!
962-2550

CAR RALLY IN MA V???
$1,000 CASH PRIZES???
SWEECY WEEKEND RETURNS I

DISTRIBUTORS OVERSTOCK SALE!
HUNDREDS OF LABELS & ARTISTS INCLUDING
ABC • Atlantic • MGM • Nonesuch • Cadet • Blue Note • Pacific
Jau • Reprise • Warner Brothen • Elektra • Columbia • Immediate
• An9el • Turnabout • Van9uard • Stax • Ate~ • Gordy • Mace •
Everest • Blue Note • Music Guild • Westminster • Command •
RCA • Chess • Verve • World Pacific • DunhiH • Westminster G~I~ •
Impulse • and many othen.
Thelonius Monk • Cream • I. J. Thomas • Mamas & Papas • John
Mayall • Laurindo Almeida • Sabicas • Eric Clapton • Joan Baea •
Aretha Franklin • Odetta • John Coltrane • Louis Armstron9 • Fifth
Dimension • lee Gees • PiHsbur9h Symphony • Dionne Warwick •
Ramsey Lewis • Londo• Sympho•y • Julian Bream • Wes Moah)omery
• New York Pro Musica • Tim Buckley • William Stei11ber9 • Jasef
Krips • Eddie Harris • Tom Paxtoa • and many others.

'' '

(.

ll:Lllt:l·S
by Rod Wilkins
sports editor
Well, once again it~ the season for awards. As you've seen in
recent weeks, we've had the Tony Awards for television, the·
Emmies for Broadway, the Grammy Awards for the record
business, and most recently the Oscars for motion pictures.
Well don't turn your head away yet, because the best is yet to b~
seen.
The ever-so-popular Ralph Gunzberge' Awards are going to be
introduced, and the winners announced right here in this column.
The Gunzberge' Awards.are presented annually to the intramural
teams that come up with the best name that helps to set them out
from the rest of the league.
The sole purpose, it seems, of these intramural teams, is to bury
the common Rams, Lions, Bears, Vikings, Pirates and all the other
thousand conservative sports nicknames that are seen around the
country.
The Gunzberge' ' Awards were started in 1968. when Ralph
Gunzberge' was convicted of using some supposedly obscene
words in his advertising of magazines. Gunzberge' was convicted
and sent to jail for the _misuse· of these words, but the intramural
· leagues in our universities and colleges around the country liked .
what they read and began to nickname some of their own teams
with Gunzberge' obscene words.
Today, some of Gunzberge' names are still used plus many new
names are thought up be the teams playing intramural ball all
across the country. Since Gunzberge' started it all in 1968, the
awards given out each year are honored in his name.
So once again, it's time to present the 1973 Gunzburge' Awards
to the 150 intramural teams that participated in Central's program
this year.
It should be noted that the names used are the teams' real
names and were not changed to ·protect the guilty.
Category 1-Nominees for the team whose nickname was most
associated with the 21 year-olds-Strawberry Hill, Hamm's Beer,
Budmen, Anhuser Bush, Blitzville nine, the Beer Caps, and the
Boozers. The winner-Blitzville nine, because they literally took
their name at heart ... seven days a week.
,
Category 2-Nominees for the team whose nickname was
associated with cities-Pasco Club, Green Bay Hackers, Foggy
Bay Bombers and the Cincinnati Hot Dogs. The winner-Pasco
Club, because they were closest to home.
Category 3-Nominees for the team whose nickname was
associated with an animal other than Lions, Bears, etc.-Fox
Hunters, Space Cats, Smooth Dogs, Rat City, Lawn Pigs, Loose
Goose, Worm, and Snake I and II. The winner-Worm, because of
their uncanny ability to go around, through and under the
opponents.
Category 4-The nominees for the team whose nickname was
most closely associated with a far away soil-Primo Warriors,
Hawaii Dolphins, Mongolian Screaming, Canuckabockers, and the
Norseman. The winner-Primo Warriors, because you don't dare
tell them they're second best to anyone.
Category 5-The Rominees for the team whose name
represented a large part of Central's social life-Brush Prairie
Blossoms, Bunyons, Hash III, Panama Reds, and the Roach
Clippers. The winner-Bunyons, because of their popularity.
Category 6-The nominees for the team whose nickname had
sexual overtones-Basket Ballers, Cox, Duckin Ficers, Futt
Buckers, Rear Entries, Quick Releasers, and Public Hairs. (Some
names were left out to protect my job). The winner-take your
choice, the academy couldn't decide.
So once again the intramural Gunzberge' awar~s are over. Who
knows who'll take next year's top awards. We'll just have to wait
and see, but one things for sure, this year's nominees will be hard
to beat.

Patronize
Crier
.a dyertis•r•·
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Plenty of-sporls
slated·for weeken
If you're bored and feel that
there's nothing to do this weekend, journey up to Nicholson
Pavilion either today or tomorrow and just feast your eyes on
all the sports activities taking
place this weekend.

if tennis isn't your thing, try
walking a little farther north and
watching a league baseball game
between Oregon College and th·e
'Cats beginning_ at 3 p.m. The
Wildcats also take on the same
Oregon school, at 10 a.m. Saturday, in a doubleheader on
Tomlinson Field.
Also listed Saturday will be
Central's first home track meet
of the season. The young 'Cats,
under Coach Tom Lionvale, will
take on Club Northwest, a team
made up of some of the best
recent college graduates including distance man Jim Johnson

from the University of Washington and javelin thrower Fred
Luke . . Luke won the NCAA
championship . javelin throw
while competing for the Huskies
a few years ago.
Other teams competing in the
meet include the Cougar Spike
Club, made up of ex-Washington
State Cougars trackmen, and
Simon Fraser University. The
meet will begin with the field
events at 11 a.m. and the track
events beginning at 11:30 a.m.
If by chance, track, tennis, or
baseball aren't your bag, you
might want to walk into Nicholson Pavilion and take in the table
tennis match between the ·
University of Washington
Chinese students' team and the
Ellensburg Table Tennis Team
Club. The event is scheduled
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. and
admission is free.

Rugby action
Tomorrow
The Central Washington
Rugby Club will open its season
tomorrow as they entertain
Willamett College on Tomlinson
Field.
The Ruggers, who will be
competing every weekend from
now till the end of school will
travel to Montana next weekend
and will host the annual Strawberry Cup later in the quarter.
G-a me time is 1 p.m.

Worra1 on cour1s
The women's varsity tennis
team is preparing for their
spring season, .and Coach Pat
Lacey appears optimistic.
Last year's no. 1 player Diana
·Russell is back, which should
help coach Lacey smile during
the teams 6:30 a.m. turnouts.
Paula Williams, Susie Yaden,
Patsy Bacon, Barb Stuart and
Margie Longino are all back from
last year's team.
"We were fourth in last year's
Northwest Women's College

Tennis Tourney, and most
everyone is back," stated Lacey.
To compliment this ample supply
of experience is a record flock of
freshmen.
The seventeen girls turning
out should allow all the girls
plenty of playing time as well as
valuable varsity experience.
Of the seventeen hopefuls, 6 to
9 will make the team that will
travel to the April 14 opener at
Eastern Washington State
College.

Foreign Car _Repairs
and Parts

•••
II
INDEPENDENT' AUTO REPAIR
925-5530

Make joggillg
flm and easy.
fogging with a friend is a fun
way to exercise, and keeping
in shape always seems easier
with good company
.
along. So you don't
I
want to give up even
.
one day's run, and
certainly not several days due
to your period.

I

That's why you should
depend on the protection of
Tampax tampons. Because
they're worn internally, you'll
feel completely comfortable.
When the tampon is properly
in place, you won't even know
it's there. And you'll be free
to keep up with your jogging.
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Volunteers serve
Easter S0al telethon
Starting at 9 p.m. tomorrow
nigh, the SERVE office will
become the official Ellensburg
area pledge center for the
national Easter Seats Telethon.
SERVE with members from
SPURS, FISH and Jaycee wornen will assist the Easter Seals
Society in the telethon which will
begin at 9 p.m. and run continually through the night unt~l 4
p.m. Sunday.
The national television show,
originating from KTLA in Los
Angeles, will feature several
talented people such as Burt
Reynolds, Bob Hope, Dinah

s· of .
~od

.+ dor.
The American Red.Cross

........-..----...-.-:Q
..

0

o,.,.~,~-

Shore, Loretta Lynn, Ralph
Edwards, Robert Young, and
others.
The Easter Seals show will be
broatcast over Yakima's KAPP
T.V., channel 35 and Seattle's
KTVW T.V., channel 13. Every
half hour there will be local
programming for 10 minutes.
All money collected from this
telethon will go to the Easter
Seals Society which helps crippled children and adults.
Anyone wishing to make a
pledge can do so by calling the
SERVE office at 963-3446 after
the telethon begins, from 9 p.m.
tomorrow to 4:30 p.m. Sunday.
"We hope that not only the ·
·community people but also the
college students will take part
and want to pledge to this
cause," said Ms. Connie Raugust,
director of SERVE.
Ms. Raugust, along with sever-·
al other volunteers, will cover
the phone duty at the pledge
center located in the ASC office
complex for the 31 hour telethon.

'Play Misty' this weekend
"Play Misty For Me" is this
weekend's ASC movie.
Clint Eastwood took on a
formidable task when he produced, directed, and starred in
this thriller. Known for his ·
portrayal of rough and tough
westerns such as "A Fistful of
Dollars," Eastwood is shown in a
whole new role in this film.
Heralded as an invitation to
terror, "Play Misty For Me,"
co-stars Jessica Walter and
Donna Mills.
Roberta Flack sings "The First
Time Ever I Saw Your Face," in
the film.
The film will be shown tonight
and tomorrow night at 7 o'clock
in the SUB small ballroom.
ml§t1s.~~i!ll&mm11111&a11W~lllflll!lllll11?i1B1malll!!llma111imm1mmma~~~Jar~m:im
.lmi
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Shell strikers present problems
by Smitty
news editor

Representatives from the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers
International Union, which has
~een conducting a strike against

r--------------------------------------

The 5th QUARTER
Home ~Of The
11 Oz. Schooner
Kigs To Go

NO.
DEPOSIT

the Shell Oil Corporation ..since
January 24, has tentatively
planned to speak to Central
students on Thursday, April 26
at 1 p.m. in the SUB Pit.
Because the strike has not
been able to prevent the corporation from operating at near full
capacity, the strikers have called
for a boycott of all Shell
products.
They are calling on the support
of students because in their
opinion, youth seems to be "the ·
only ones who are really concerned with environmental
issues."
The strike was called on two
issues. A health and safety
committee for each refinery and
a top level pension review
~ommittee consisting of top
company and top union officials
were requested.
The Health and Safety Com-

WE REPAIRVWs
PALO'S
2nd & Main
Ph.925-2055
MOW CAN ·1 IMPRESS
PEOPLE WITH "ffiE NEED

Gallons To Go

TO BE MORE CAREFUL
WITH FIRE THI

mittee would investigate and
record number of workers'
absenses due to sickness, to
hopefully discover any work
areas in which the employes
were being exposed to concentrated doses of harmful substances.
According to a union spokesman, the Sierra Club has offered
its support of the strike, because
tests of the air around the
refineries have shown that toxic
gases are escaping into the
atmosphere.
The reasoning is, if this is the
case, then certain areas must
exist where workers inside the
refineries are being subjected to
high amounts of these substances.
The pension committee would
be only to study each oil
company's pension plan, and find
out where employe money is at
and how-it is being invested.
Eleven major American oil
companies have agreed to these
two committees.
Shell, the only foreign owned
oil company in the USA, has
refused to' talk to their employes on these two basic issues.
The spokesman also added
that the company has filed an
unfair labor practice suit against
the union for bringing up the
proposal and strike.
While Shell representatives so
far have not commented on the
matter, the ASC is presently
attempting to set up a possible
debate between both sides.
In addition to. the Sierra Club
endorsement, 14 other environmental groups have given
support to the boycott plans.
The Federal Department of
Environment has added its
endorsement.

·~ny 15c Drink
.

,,

With

Purchase Of

,RANCHBUR·GER:
~ Thla ·W eek's IPecial Val~ . On~y On
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Beer bottles, aluminum, newspaper, white, green and brown
glass shouldn't be thrown away.
It should be brought to the
Central Recycling Center. The
center· is open Monday through
Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. It's
located at the Campus Courts
Garage, #11. For maps contact
Dean Wise's office.

April 16 through 20. Sign-up held in the Office of Financial
Aid.
for both tests is in Black .
FALL STUDENT TEACHERS
If you are requesting a student
teaching placement dtU"ing fall
quarter 1973, please come to
Black 206 to update your application as soon as your spring
quarter classes are confirmed.

DEADLINES
B.A. degree applications are
now being accepted in the
Registrar's Office for spring
quarter 1973 graduation. The
deadline for all applications is
April 6, 1973. (That's today,
folks).

SPURS WANTS YOU!
All women students who will
be of sophomore standing by fall
of 1973: SPURS is seeking new
members for next year. Call
963-2668.
RICK IRWIN
Rick Ir'win-A Musical Time
With Knowns and Unknownswill perform free in the SUB Pit
April 9, 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
and 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. On
April 10 and 11, he will perform
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and 9.p.m.
to 10 p.m.

The last date for Master's
degree candidates tc;> notify the
Graduate Admissions and
Records Office of anticipated
spring quarter graduation is
April 9, 1973. All processing for
the Master's must be completed
through Graduate Admissions
and Records before May 29.
The last day to change a class
from grade to pass/fail is also
April 6.

CHI ALPHA
We're still meeting Monday
nights at 7 o'clock at 1009 D St.
And you thought you had trouble
finding a seat last week? Well,
how do you think it's going to be
this Monday, the 9th, when we
add a 40~voice college choir from
Seattle? Dibs on the chandelier.

WOMEN'S LIB
Central Women's Liberatio.6
will hold a business meeting on
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 205.

SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
Financial Aid for summer
AAUP MEETING
school is available on a limited
There will be a meeting of the
basis. The only funds available
AA UP chapter on Tuesday at 7
are those not used during the
p.m. in the Grupe Conference
academic year. To be eligible for
Center. The agenda includes
summer aid, the applicant must
FEMINIST PARTY
nomination of officers for the
have been enrolled during spring
The initial meeti.n? of the 1973-74 academic year, discusquarter. Summer school financial
aid application forms are avail- n~wly-founded Femmist Party sion of local dues level, proposal
able in the Office of Financial Aid will be held Wednesday, at 7 p.m. _ of amendments to the constitu.
tion and a ,legislative report.
through April 13th. All applica- . Brooklane.
.
All
pers?ns
wh~.
are
mteres~ed
.
This meeting will be followed
tions must be completed and
returned to that office no later m combatmg sexism and racism by another on Tuesday, April 24,
are welcome to attend.
4 p.m. in the Grupe Conference
than May 1.
Center to announce the new
officers and to pass the amendCOLLEGE FORUM
LOANS
College Forum, 9:30 to 10:30 ments to the constitution.
Students who plan to apply for Sunday mornings, will meet this Anyone desiring to place other
a Federally Insured Bank Loan week only at 1009 D Street. On business on the agenda should
during the 1973-74 school year the 15th we'll be back in Grupe. notify Beverly Heckart, history
(September, 1973- August, 1974) Crumbs and grounds if you're instructor. All faculty are invited
are reminded that effective late.
to attend both meetings.
March l, 1973, students wishing
to apply for such a loan and
45
925-9511
receive the interest benefits
theatre OPEN 6:FRI.
And SAT.
must have a confidential statement on file.
Shows At 7:00 And 9:25 Each Night .
The confidential financial
statements must be mailed to
-JUDITH CRIST, NBC-TV (Today Show)
Berkeley, California,
and
returned to Central Washingten
State College for final processing. Students who plan to apply
for a Federally Insured Bank
Loan for the next school year are
encouraged to n;iail the confidential statements to Berkeley,
California, at the earliest possible date.

~be.rt

RECREATION FIELD-WORK
Everyone is welcome at the
first spring quarter meeting of
the Recreation Club Monday,
7:30 p.m. in the Recreation Hall.
There will be an informative
panel of last quarter's field
students in Recreation to discuss
field work in Recreation and to
answer a.p.y questions.

TEACHER ED TESTS
The Teacher Ed tests will be
given May 5. Make-up tests will
also be given May 5. The Speech
and Hearing test will be given

Open house
Slated for

"A ROUSING ADVENTURE STORYI"

s

BARRY McGUIRE
Barry McGuire will be in
concert Thursday, April 12, at 8 ·.----------~P"'•
p.m. in the SUB large ballroom.
~
s~~1
The concert is sponsored by Chi
~"',.
Dr. Donald Wise, associate Alpha Christian Fellowship.
dean for student union and
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
activities, will be. the luncheon
A local Camp Fire represenp~~
speaker at tomorrow's open
house sponsored by Central's tative will be on campus 'April ~. ~~~"'·•
~
student member section of the 20th from 8 a.m. to noon for the
Washington Home Economics purpose of conducting interviews. Interested students are Ask your Coast Guard Recruiter
Association.
·
U.S. Coast Guard
Recruiting Office
The noon luncheon will be asked to contact the Office of
Financial
Aid
and
make
an
served at Holmes Dining Hall.
28 South Second
Dean Wise will speak on student appointment. These summer
Yakima
PH 248-4819
employment
interviews
will
be
activities at Central and give a
slide presentation on floating the
river.
Students from state high
schools and junior colleges are
invited to attend the event in
· Michaelson Hall. The day's
activities begin with morning
refreshments at 9 a.m.
The purpose of the open house
is to "promote Central to
ic
community colleges throughout
the state, with emphasis on the
home economics department and
program," according to Judy
Phillips, vice-president of Cen'~
tral's home economics club.
There will be a 25 cent
registration fee for all participating students. Those attending
the luncheon without a meal
ticket must pay $1.35.
Home economics careers,
philosophy of home economics
and financial aid opportunities
will be some of the topics for
discussion. A tour of Michaelson
Hall is planned.
All interested students are
welcome to attend.
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FREE CAR WASH

Co-Hit Sun. 6: 50 & 10: 20 - Nightly 8: 50 Only
20Tii CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

om.I'll••''•
1

Showings At 7:00 & 9:15 Nightly

The
Valachi Pa~"

CHARLES
BRONSON

With 1oGallon
Purchase Of
.-

ROBO CAR WA.SH

PINE TREE
TRAPPINGS.
7-lst Street
Roslyn
649-3191
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CO·staningJACK Gil.FORD
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ELLEN DRIVE-IN
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPOAAl10N

and FlLJ.lWAYS, INC. present

"SAVE lliE TIGER"

Rings in silver or gold, Special
work, unusual stone set, gold
settings (class rings, · etc.)
Made into unique, personal
rings.

IN

OPEN 7:00
925-3266
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

GRAND RE-OPENING
2 GREAT WOODY ALLEN HITS!

"PLA V IT AGAIN SAM"

MASSEY'S
_8th & Main--Ellensburg
925-4840

TIRES

NEW--NYLON

s149s

- Other Sizes Available --Full 4 Ply--78 Series
Size ·

Re • Price

C78x13
E78x14
F78x14
G78x14
G78x15

21.50
22.50
23.50
24.95
25.25

Sale Price

17.20
17.92.
18.56
19.42
19.63

Excise Tax
1.93
2.22
2.37
2.5:S
2.60

Add $2 for White Wall

Expert Mounting
Alignment• Balancing
Brakes • Shocks
We Honor Most ·
· Ma~or Credit Cards

Put a man with spii'it on your side . . . The Spirit of 761

MASSEY'S UNION
.8th & Main--Ellensburg 925-4840

